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La chambre claire 1980

essais sur l art de la photographie

Camera Lucida 1981

examining the themes of presence and absence the relationship between
photography and theatre history and death these reflections on
photography begin as an investigation into the nature of photographs
then as barthes contemplates a photograph of his mother as a child the
book becomes an exposition of his own mind alibris

La chambre claire 1980

essais sur l art de la photographie

The Mother in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction 2012

this book grows out of a longstanding fascination with the uncanny
status of the mother in literature philosophy psychoanalysis film and
photography the mother haunts freud s writings on art and literature
emerges as an obscure stumbling block in his metapsychological
accounts of the psyche and ultimately undermines his patriarchal
accounts of the oedipal complex as a foundation for human culture the
figure of the mother becomes associated with some of psychoanalysis s
most unruly and enigmatic concepts the uncanny anxiety the primal scene
the crypt and magical thinking read in relation to deconstructive
approaches to the work of mourning this book shows how the maternal
function challenges traditional psychoanalytic models of the subject
troubles existing systems of representation and provides a fertile source
for nonmimetic nonlinear conceptions of time and space the readings in this
book examine the uncanny properties of the maternal function in
psychoanalysis technology and literature in order to show that the
event of birth is radically unthinkable and often becomes expressed
through uncontrollable repetitions that exceed the bounds of any
subject the maternal body often serves as an unacknowledged reference



point for modern media technologies such as photography and the
telephone which attempt to mimic its reproductive properties to the
extent that these technologies aim to usurp the maternal function they
are often deployed as a means of regulating or warding off anxieties
that are provoked by the experience of loss that real separation from
the mother invariably demands as the incarnation of our first relation
to the strange exile of language the mother is inherently a literary figure
whose primal presence in literary texts opens us up to the unspeakable
relation to our own birth and in so doing helps us give birth to new and
fantasmatic images of futures that might otherwise have remained
unimaginable

Light in the Dark Room 2005

a young boy thin and ill feeds his small brother in a ritualized act of
desperation half stifling him the boy will be treated his father will get a
job and the family will be moved from their shack in the slums of rio de
janeiro to a suburban house courtesy of the american viewers of gordon
parks s photographs in life magazine it all turned

The Familial Gaze 1999

contemporary artists writers and theorists challenge standard
interpretations of family photographs

Writing the Image After Roland Barthes
2012-05-23

in the final stages of his career roland barthes abandoned his long
standing suspicion of photographic representation to write camera
lucida at once an elegy to his dead mother and a treatise on
photography in writing the image after roland barthes jean michel rabat�
and nineteen contributors examine the import of barthes s shifting
positions on photography and visual representation and the impact of his
work on current developments in cultural studies and theories of the
media and popular culture



Reimagining Resistance in Gis�le Pineau's Works
2022-10-15

reimagining resistance in gis�le pineau s works brings together a range of
perspectives from both sides of the atlantic and across the pacific to
explore the unique ways in which gis�le pineau s works redefine the
concept of resistance particularly as it relates to gender race history
and antillean identity

Black and Blue 2012-09-25

audacious and genre defying black and blue is steeped in melancholy in the
feeling of being blue or rather black and blue with all the literality of
bruised flesh roland barthes and marcel proust are inspirations for and
subjects of carol mavor s exquisite image filled rumination on efforts to
capture fleeting moments and to comprehend the incomprehensible at the
book s heart are one book and three films roland barthes s camera lucida
chris marker s la jet�e and sans soleil and marguerite duras s and alain
resnais s hiroshima mon amour postwar french works that register
disturbing truths about loss and regret and violence and history
through aesthetic refinement personal recollections punctuate mavor s
dazzling interpretations of these and many other works of art and
criticism childhood memories become proust s small scale contrivances
tiny sensations that open onto panoramas mavor s mother lost her
memory to alzheimer s and black and blue is framed by the author s
memories of her mother and effort to understand what it means to not be
recognized by one to whom you were once so known

Law and the Visual 2018-01-01

in law and the visual leading legal theorists art historians and critics
come together to present new work examining the intersection between
legal and visual discourses proceeding chronologically the volume
offers leading analyses of the juncture between legal and visual culture
as witnessed from the fifteenth to the twenty first centuries editor
desmond manderson provides a contextual introduction that draws out
and articulates three central themes visual representations of the law
visual technologies in the law and aesthetic critiques of law a ground



breaking contribution to an increasingly vibrant field of inquiry law and
the visual will inform the debate on the relationship between legal and
visual culture for years to come

Spoiled Distinctions 2015-09-01

spoiled distinctions investigates crises of evaluation in twentieth
century france taking marcel proust as its central figure the book
theorizes the disorienting force of everyday aesthetic experience in a
series of surprising readings hannah freed thall frees proust from his
reputation as the most refined of high modernists the author of in search
of lost time appears here as a journalist and newspaper enthusiast a
literary ventriloquist and connoisseur of popular scandals and a
writer attentive to the unsophisticated phenomenology of the here and
now the final chapters of the book consider the legacy of proust s
experiments with inestimable worth authors francis ponge nathalie
sarraute and yasmina reza also explore the underside of cultural
distinction with proust they elaborate modernist variations on the
beautiful and sublime from nuance to the whatever and from the
awkward to the sickly sweet spoiled distinctions thus revitalizes the
critical discourse on aesthetics mapping the intersection of
phenomenology aesthetic theory and the sociology of culture the book
reveals how enchanting the ordinary can be

Photography after Postmodernism 2022-08-19

in life after postmodernism our conception of photography is not the
same as before photography after postmodernism starts with this
conception and explores what changes have affected photography its
relation to social life and our image centred culture engaging with the
visual environment and issues that have emerged in the postmodern world
david bate introduces fresh approaches and analysis of photographs and
their place within the aftermath of postmodernist thought the book
shows how photographs circulate in an image world beyond their art or
media origins that deeply affects our sense of time and relation to
memory the role of archives dreams memories and time are deployed to
develop and resituate arguments about photography made by roland
barthes in camera lucida to further engage and understand our
contemporary condition by considering how afterwardness is invoked in



the developments of modern and contemporary photography bate
demonstrates the complex ways in which photographic images resonate
across public and private spaces while carrying a slippage of meaning
that is never quite fixed yet always contingent and social the approach
shows how modernist photography was already invested in values that
its discourse could not enunciate which resonates with much
contemporary photography today featuring a range of historical and
contemporary images the book offers detailed and innovative readings of
specific photographs which open new avenues of thought for those
studying and researching visual culture and photography

Reading Boyishly 2007

study of nostalgic representations of the maternal the home and
childhood in the literature and photographs of early 20th century
artists

Primal Scenes 1986

primal scenes is concerned with those elements in the thought of freud and
heidegger which make us continue to regard them as our contemporaries it
seeks to reassert their radical potential which the author believes has
been minimized as as critics celebrate the radicality of lacan derrida and
others

Living Together - Roland Barthes, the Individual
and the Community 2018-09-30

is it possible to create a community where everyone lives according to
their own rhythm and yet respects the individual rhythms of others this
volume contains new essays which investigate and actualize the
concepts that roland barthes discussed in his famous 1977 lecture
series on how to live together at the coll�ge de france the anthology
presents original and thought provoking approaches to questions of
conviviality and idiorrhytmic life forms in literature arts and other
media the essays are written by 32 highly competent scholars from seven
countries representing literary studies philosophy social sciences
theology church history psychoanalysis art history architecture media



studies history of ideas and biology

Reading Notes 2004

reading notes constitute a vast resource for an understanding of
literary history and culture they indicate what writers read as well as
how they read and what they used in their own work as such they play
an important role in both the reception and the production of texts the
essays in this volume representing the newest trends in european and
international textual scholarship examine literary creation and the
relationship between reading and writing to study how readers respond
to writing and how reading engenders new writing the contributing
scholars no longer take for granted that authors write in splendid
isolation but turn to a more broadly sociological investigation of
authorship assigning new roles to the writer as reader notetaker
annotator book collector and so on notes and annotations may be
fragmentary private undigested and embryonic but as witnesses to the
reading process they tell unique stories about writers and readers
ranging from great marginalists like coleridge to women annotators of
cookbooks this subject of research is a junction of several fields of
research and tries to bridge gaps between separate disciplines with a
common ground such as the history of the book the history of reading
and the history of writing scholarly editing and textual genetics the
analysis commentary and critical interpretation of the way in which
works of art come into being bridging the gap between literary and
textual criticism

Monuments and Memory, Made and Unmade 2003

examining how monuments preserve memory these essays demonstrate how
phenomena as diverse as ancient drum towers in china and ritual whale
killings in the pacific northwest serve to represent and negotiate time

The Forms of the Affects 2014-05-12

what is the relationship between a cinematic grid of color and that most
visceral of negative affects disgust how might anxiety be a matter of an
interrupted horizontal line or grief a figure of blazing light offering a



bold corrective to the emphasis on embodiment and experience in recent
affect theory eugenie brinkema develops a novel mode of criticism that
locates the forms of particular affects within the specific details of
cinematic and textual construction through close readings of works by
roland barthes hollis frampton sigmund freud peter greenaway michael
haneke alfred hitchcock s�ren kierkegaard and david lynch brinkema shows
that deep attention to form structure and aesthetics enables a
fundamental rethinking of the study of sensation in the process she delves
into concepts as diverse as putrescence in french gastronomy the role of
the tear in philosophies of emotion nietzschean joy as a wild aesthetic of
repetition and the psychoanalytic theory of embarrassment above all
this provocative work is a call to harness the vitality of the affective
turn for a renewed exploration of the possibilities of cinematic form

Kierkegaard 1993

a study of the problem of soren kierkegaard s 1813 1855 indirect
communication a term coined by kierkegaard himself for his writings
instead of treating kierkegaard s works of the 1840s as perfectly
serious presentations of authorial meaning poole literary theory u of
nottingham england shows how kierkegaard deploying the sorts of
textual tools and devices associated today with jacques derrida
refuses to offer a personal view on any of his great themes love duty
faith and the anguish before choice annotation copyright by book news
inc portland or

Textual & Visual Selves 2011-12-01

autobiography in france has taken a decidedly visual turn in recent years
photographs shown or withheld become evidence of what was might have
been or cannot be said photographers filmmakers and cartoonists
undertake projects that explore issues of identity textual and visual
selves investigates from a variety of theoretical perspectives the ways
in which the textual and the visual combine in certain french works to
reconfigure ideas�and images�of self representation surprisingly what
these accounts reveal is that photography or film does not necessarily
serve to shore up the referentiality of the autobiographical account on
the contrary the inclusion of visual material can even increase
indeterminacy and ambiguity far from offering documentary evidence of an



extratextual self coincident with the i of the text these images testify
only to absence loss evasiveness and the desire to avoid objectification
however where roland barthes famously saw the photograph as a
prefiguration of death in this volume we see how the textual strategies
deployed by these writers and artists result in work that is ultimately
life affirming

Portrait of Jeanne K�fer 2004

the book places this painting in the historical context of khnopff s times
and social milieu and traces the advent of symbolism as a literary and
artistic movement an analysis of the portrait itself is supported by an
array of related paintings details and technical photographs finally the
author uses khnopff s portraits as a taking off point for a broader
discussion of symbolist art book jacket

Research methodology for PG students
2023-04-02

a research methodology gives research legitimacy and provides
scientifically sound findings it also provides a detailed plan that helps
to keep researchers on track making the process smooth effective and
manageable a researcher s methodology allows the reader to understand
the approach and methods used to reach conclusions to initiate scientific
approach to research in language and literature to introduce the
students to the methods of scrupulous writing and careful
documentation of research to provide the students information about
writing processes in research

Cinema and Art as Archive
2015-03-11T00:00:00+01:00

as jacques derrida wrote in 1995 while considering archive fever nothing
is less reliable or less clear today than the word archive nevertheless
the historic cultural dimension of the contemporary discursive practices
in cinema and art develops in the semantic openendedness of the term in the
repositioning of the idea of archive the individual disciplines involved in



one such field history of cinema and art theory of cinema and art
aesthetics semiotics philology etc begin to open up to questioning the
notion of archive even in negative in other words what after michel
foucault the archive is not or does not seem to be the archive is not the
library of libraries or encyclopedia it is not memory it is not museum it is
not a database in recent years the attention focused on such ideas has
not so much highlighted the impulses turns and specific forms of art art
archive as it has revealed in many ways how the archive concerns us in
the interrelation of aesthetic political ethical and legal levels among
various disciplinary fields

Benjamin, Barthes and the Singularity of
Photography 2012-02-02

benjamin barthes and the singularity of photography presents two figures
of the twentieth century in a comparative light pursuing aspects of
benjamin s and barthes s engagement with photography it provides
interpretations of texts argues that despite the different historical
philosophical and cultural contexts of their work benjamin and barthes
engage with similar issues and problems that photography poses including
the relationship between the photograph and its beholder as a
confrontation between self and other and the dynamic relation between
time subjectivity memory and loss each writer emphasizes the singular
event of the photograph s apprehension and its ethical and existential
aspects rooted in the power and poignancy of photographic images the
book mapping the relationship between photographic history and theory
cultural criticism and autobiography

Understanding Barthes, Understanding Modernism
2022-07-14

understanding barthes understanding modernism is a general assessment of
the modern literary and philosophical contributions of roland barthes
the first part of the volume focuses on work published prior to barthes
s death in 1980 covering the major periods of his development from
writing degree zero 1953 to camera lucida reflections on photography
1980 the second part focuses both on the posthumously published
material and the legacies of his work after his death in 1980 this later



work has attracted attention for example in conjunction with notions
of the neutral gay writing and critiques of everyday life the third part
is devoted to some of the critical vocabulary of barthes in both the
work he published during his lifetime and that which was published
posthumously

Sensual Reading 2001

sensual reading is a collection of essays that attempts to rearticulate
the relationship between reading and the different senses as a way of
moving beyond increasingly homogenized discourses of the body and the
subject contributions engage with the individual senses with the themes
of sensory richness and sensory deprivation and with the notion of
telesensuality

Un/Masking 2021-08-15

this volume looks at masking and unmasking as indivisible aspects of the
same process it gathers articles from a wide range of disciplines and
addresses un masking both as a historical and a contemporary
phenomenon by highlighting the performative dimensions of un masking it
challenges dichotomies like depth and surface authenticity and deception
that play a central role in masks being commonly associated with
illusion and dissimulation the contributions explore topics such as the
relationship between face mask and identity in artistic contexts ranging
from surrealist photography to video installations and from modernist
poetry to fin de si�cle cabaret theater they investigate un masking as a
process of transition and transformation be it in the case of the wooden
masks of the first nations of the american northwest coast or of the
elaborate costumes and vocal masking of pop icon lady gaga in all of
these instances the act of un masking has the power to simultaneously
hide and reveal it destabilizes supposedly fixed identities and blurs the
lines between the self and the other the visible and the invisible the
volume offers new perspectives on current debates surrounding issues
such as protective masks in public spaces facial recognition technologies
and colonial legacies in monuments and museums offering insight into
what the act of un masking can mean today with contributions by
laurette burgholzer joyce cheng sarah hegenbart bethan hughes judith
kemp christiane lewe w anthony sheppard bernhard siegert anja w�chter



and eleonore zapf

Rereading Monika Maron 2011

this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the writing of monika
maron her biography charts a complex relationship with the gdr state
from initial ideological identification to sustained radical rejection
situating its reflections on her work against the backdrop of a changing
critical landscape this analysis takes account of the re
contextualisation of her writing necessitated by the collapse of the gdr
the author charts the development of a number of seminal themes in maron
s oeuvre the search for an authentic form of expression in her earliest
texts gave way to a focus on the writing and the rewriting of history
the demise of the political system in 1989 led to an exploration in her
work of more intimate themes maron s post wende writing makes an
important east german contribution to debates on memory transmission
and generational forgetting her most recent novels are concerned with
the rupture and the ultimate refashioning of biographies in a post gdr age
rereading her texts in a post wende light the author explores the
complexity of maron s relationship with the state from which she emerged
and demonstrates how this complexity manifests itself in her writing
before and after 1989 this study offers new perspectives on maron s
work and illuminates the significance of her contribution to
contemporary german literature

L'ecrivain Carib�en, Guerrier de L'imaginaire
2008

this bilingual collection illustrates the concept of the warrior of the
imaginary as defined by patrick chamoiseau in a multi faceted corpus of
texts francophone contributions explore the role of the caribbean writer
in works by chamoiseau �douard glissant daniel maximin and joseph zobel
essays in english focus not only on familiar writers dionne brand edwidge
danticat wilson harris jamaica kincaid caryl phillips derek walcott but
also on less widely studied voices robert antoni albert helman other
contributions deal with such fighting areas as afro brazilian music film
and mutabaruka s militant poetry the whole testifies to a surprisingly
coherent imaginary one that goes beyond the balkanization of the



caribbean archipelago dans ce collectif bilingue le concept de guerrier de l
imaginaire tel que d�fini par patrick chamoiseau est illustr� par un
corpus de textes vari�s plusieurs des articles en fran�ais engagent
directement le cycle romanesque de l auteur martiniquais d autres
�tendent l interrogation de la fonction de l auteur carib�en � l �criture
glissantienne maximinienne et zob�lienne �tudes en anglais portent sur des
�crivains dont le renom n est plus � faire dionne brand edwidge danticat
wilson harris jamaica kincaid caryl phillips derek walcott mais donnent
aussi la parole � des auteurs jusqu � pr�sent moins �tudi�s robert
antoni albert helman enfin quelques unes des contributions portent sur d
autres terrains de lutte comme la musique afro br�silienne le cin�ma ou
la po�sie militante de mutabaruka l ensemble t�moigne d un imaginaire
�tonnamment confluant au del� de la balkanisation de l archipel
carib�en

Roland Barthes and Film 2019-10-31

suspicious of what he called the spectator s sticky adherence to the
screen roland barthes had a cautious attitude towards cinema falling
into a hypnotic trance the philosopher warned an audience can become
susceptible to ideology and myth in this book patrick ffrench explains
that although barthes was wary of film he engaged deeply with it
barthes thought was ffrench argues punctuated by the experience of
watching films and likewise his philosophy of photography culture
semiotics ethics and theatricality have been immensely important in film
theory focusing particularly on the essays the third meaning and on
leaving the cinema and the acclaimed book camera lucida ffrench examines
barthes writing and traces a persistent interest in films and directors
from fellini and antonioni to eisenstein the marx brothers and hitchcock
ffrench explains that although barthes found pleasure in leaving the
cinema disconnecting from its dangerous allure by a literal exit or by
forcefully breaking the trance he found value in returning to the screen
anew barthes delved beneath the pull of progressing narrative and the
moving image by becoming attentive to space and material aesthetics this
book presents an invaluable reassessment of one of the most original and
subtle thinkers of the twentieth century a figure indebted to the movies



The Autobiography Effect 2019-07-24

since the advent of post structuralism various authors have
problematized the modern conception of autobiography by questioning the
status of authorship and interrogating the relation between language
and reality yet even after making autobiography into a theoretical
problem many of these authors ended up writing about themselves this
paradox stands at the center of this wide ranging study of the form and
function of autobiography in the work of authors who have distanced
themselves from its modern instantiation discussing roland barthes
jacques derrida h�l�ne cixous and others this book grapples with the
question of what it means to write the self when the self is understood
as an effect of writing combining close reading intellectual history and
literary theory the autobiography effect traces how precisely its
theoretically problematic nature made autobiography into a central
scene for the negotiation of philosophical positions and anxieties after
structuralism

Cultural Antagonism and the Crisis of Reality
in Latin America 2022-10-06

for most of the 20th century latin american literature and art have
contested political and cultural projects of homogenization of a
manifestly diverse continent cultural antagonism and the crisis of
reality in twentieth century latin america explores literary and humanist
experimentations and questions of gender race and ethnicity as well as
the contradictions of capitalist development that belie such
homogenization by reconfiguring the sense of the real in latin america
covering four key geographical areas mexico the caribbean central
america and the andes every chapter delves into a question that has been
central to the humanities in the last 20 years indigenous world views
gender race neo liberalism and visual culture legr�s illuminates these
issues with a thorough consideration of the theoretical questions
inherent to how new identities disrupt the imaginary stability of social
formations



Technics Improvised 2022-02-22

seeing new media art as an entry point for better understanding of
technology and worldmaking futures in this challenging work a leading
authority on new media art examines that curatorial and aesthetic
landscape to explore how art resists and rewires the political and
economic structures that govern technology how do inventive
combinations of artistic and theoretical improvisation counter the
extent to which media art remains at risk not just from the quarantines
of a global pandemic but also from the very viral and material
conditions of technology how does global media art speak back to the
corporate closures of digital euphoria as clothed in strategies of
digital surveillance ecological deprivation and planned obsolescence in
technics improvised timothy murray asks these questions and more at the
intersection of global media art curatorial practice tactical media and
philosophy murray reads a wide range of creative performances and
critical texts that envelop artistic and digital materials in unstable
political relations of touch body archive exhibition and technology
from video to net art and interactive performance he considers both
canonical and unheralded examples of activist technics that disturb the
hegemony of biopolitical digital networks by staging the very touch of
the unsettling discourse erupting from within in the process critical
dialogues emerge between a wide range of artists and theorists from hito
steyerl ricardo dominguez joan jonas isaac julien ryoji ikeda and shadi
nazarian to gilles deleuze jean luc nancy elizabeth povinelli jean fran�ois
lyotard erin manning achille mbembe and samuel weber brilliantly
conceived and argued and eloquently written technics improvised points
the way to how artistic and theoretical practice can seize on the
improvisational accidents of technics to activate creativity thought
and politics anew

Touching Photographs 2012-05-21

photography does more than simply represent the world it acts in the
world connecting people to form relationships and shaping relationships
to create communities in this beautiful book margaret olin explores
photography s ability to touch us through a series of essays that shed
new light on photography s role in the world olin investigates the
publication of photographs in mass media and literature the hanging of



exhibitions the posting of photocopied photographs of lost loved ones in
public spaces and the intense photographic activity of tourists at their
destinations she moves from intimate relationships between viewers and
photographs to interactions around larger communities analyzing how
photography affects the way people handle cataclysmic events like 9 11
along the way she shows us james vanderzee s harlem funeral portraits
dusts off roland barthes s family album takes us into walker evans and
james agee s photo text let us now praise famous men and logs onto
online photo albums with over one hundred illustrations touching
photographs is an insightful contribution to the theory of photography
visual studies and art history

Age Rage and Going Gently 2006

this wide ranging study looks at how the ageing process has alternately
been figured in and excluded from twentieth century french literature
philosophy and psychoanalysis it espouses a critical interdisciplinarity
and calls into question the assumptions underlying much research into
ageing in the social sciences work in which the negative aspects of
growing older are almost invariably suppressed it offers a major
reappraisal of simone de beauvoir s great but neglected late treatise la
vieillesse and presents the first substantial discussion of a lost
documentary film about old age in which beauvoir appears and which she
helped to write promenade au pays de la vieillesse questioning beauvoir s
own rather reductive reading of gide s work on old age this study
analyses the way in which his journal and ainsi soit il experiment with a
range of representational models for the senescent subject the encounter
between psychoanalysis and ageing is framed by a reading of violette
leduc s autobiographical trilogy in which she suggests that
psychoanalysis to its detriment simply cannot allow ageing to signify
this claim is tested in a critical survey of recent theoretical and clinical
work by psychoanalysts interested in ageing in france the uk and the us
lastly herv� guibert s recently republished photo novel about his
elderly great aunts suzanne et louise is examined as a work of
intergenerational empathy and is found in addition to be an important
statement of his photographic aesthetic navigating between the extremes
of fury age rage and serene acceptance going gently this study aims
throughout to examine the role which ageing plays in formal as well as
thematic terms in writing the life of the subject



The Deaths of the Author 2011-08-05

post structuralist attitudes to authorship as expressed by roland
barthes jacques derrida eve kosofsky sedgwick and gayati chakravorty
spivak with particular attention to time and death

Shifting Boundaries of the Real 2000

drawing on thinkers such as deleuze and guattari kristeva lefebvre
meschonnic and virilio this book explores the concept of rhythms in
relation to questions of temporality and the everyday technology and
the city poetry and autobiography space and the body in performance

Rhythms 2008

in contemporary societies privatization has long ceased to be just an
economic concept rather it must increasingly be made to refer to the
ongoing shrinking of the public space under the impact of the
representation of individual lives and images which cuts across all
discourses genres and media to become one of the primary means of
production of culture this volume is intended to cover such an
historical social and intellectual ground where self representation
comes to the fore targeting mostly an academic readership but certainly
also of interest to the general educated public it collects a wide range
of essays dealing with diverse modes of life writing and portraying from
a variety of perspectives and focusing on different historical periods and
media it thus offers itself as a major contribution to a better
understanding of the world we live in its past legacy and present
configuration contentsintroduction signposts of the self in modernity
part i the representational dilemma christopher prendergast the self as a
work of art proust s scepticismpaulo de medeiros re constructing re
membering postcolonial selves aleksandra podsiadlik doing identity in
fiction identity construction as a dialogue between individuals and
cultural narratives clara rowland self representation and temporality
parabasis in guimar es rosa s grande sert o veredas daniel rovers new man
marie kessels inner portrait of a writing self gaston franssen good
intentions ethical commitment and impersonal poetry the work of gerrit
kouwenaar jan rupp for getting plural selves narrative and identity in



caryl phillips s a distant shore lars bernaerts the straitjacket of
normality the interaction with the psychiatrist in maurits dekker s
waarom ik niet krankzinnig benlars dalum granild the self s struggle for
recognition august strindberg and the other marinela freitas unshaded
shadows performances of gender in emily dickinson and luiza neto jorge
part ii signalling identity peter brooks the identity paradigm roland greene
the global i davy van oers staining the past with ink in lorenzo da ponte
s memorie 1830 the fallacies of autobiographical writing eli park
sorensen between autobiography and fiction narrating the self in gabriel
garcia marquez s vivir para contarla mirjam truwant the passion of lena
christ from fictionalized autobiography to biographical novel ricardo
gil soeiro dreams in the mirror george steiner by george steiner part iii
images of the self across the arts timothy mathews reading w g sebald
with alberto giacometti paula mor o the impossible self portrait anna
viola sborgi between literature and the visual arts portraits of the self
in william carlos williams marianne moore and fernando pessoa jakob
stougaard nielsen photography and shadow writing henry james s
revisions of the self in the new york edition patrick van rossem consumed
by the audience inhibition fear and anxiety in the oeuvre of bruce nauman
anke brouwers there was something about mary mary pickford s perfect
little american verena susanna nungesser paint it red death artistry as a
portrait of the self

Stories and Portraits of the Self 2007

a collection of new essays addressing foucault s thought and its
impact on thinking about the visual arts literature and aesthetic
discourse in the 21st century

Foucault on the Arts and Letters 2016-10-06


